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Memphis 3, Tena
22 North F'roat St
JAckson 6-3426

Atlanta 3, Ga.
66 Lackie St. NW.
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Minneapolis 1, )dinn
2d Ave. Soath and
3d §
FEdera! 2.3244
New Orleans 12, La
Chaites Ave
New York 1, N.Y
350 Fifth
LOngacre S377

Ave

Philadelphia7, |?
L015
Cheitnat St
WaAlout 3-2400

Pitteburgh 22
107 {Sixth
GRant 1-5370
Portland 4, Ores;
520 SW. Morrison St
CApitol 6-3361
Hea

Denver 2, Colo.
19th & Stout 5+.
K Eystone 4-4151
Detroit 26, Mich.
438 Federal Bldg.
W Oodward 3-9330
Greensboro, N.C,
407 U.S. Post Office
Bidg.
Tel. 3-8234
Houston 2, Tex.
405 Main St.
CApitol 2-7201
Jacksonville 1, Fila.
311 W. Monroe St.
ElLgia 4-7lll

Milton 4
St. Louis 1, Mo
1114 Miurket St
MAin 1-8100
Salt Lake City 1, Utah
222 " SW. Temple! <
EM pire 4-2552
San Francisco 1, Calif
555 Battery Ss
YUkon 6-311!

Kansas City 6, Mo.
911 Walnet St.
B Aitimore 1-7000

Savannah, Ga.
25-29 Bull St
ADams 2-4755

Loe Angeles 15, Calif.
1031 8. Broadway
Richmond 89-4711

Seattle 4, Wash.
909 First Ave
M Utual 2-3300
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Economics

:

;CONOMIC activity has continued to expand under th«
impetus of high consumer buying, a shift from inventory
liquidation to restocking by business firms, and higher
investment in both residential construction and industrial
plant and equipment.
National output has been larger in
the first quarter, as the high rate of activity reached at
vearend was sustained or extended.
The recovery in GNP
in the past year has been largely in real terms and the volume
of current output represents a new record for the economy,
appreciably in excess of the cyclical high reached in the
summer of 1957.
Employment has not changed much in the midwintet
months, aside from the usual seasonal variations.
As com
pared with the corresponding period of a year ago, both
higher employment and longer hours of work have con
tributed to the enlarged output.
New work force require
ments have not matched the gain in output-——-a phenomenon
typical of the earlier phase recovery periods—-so that while
unemployment has been reduced, the drop-off has not been
at a rate commensurate with the expansion of activity
Purchasing power has continued to rise.
Personal income
in February was at an annual rate of $364%
billion, up $1
billion from January, and $5 billion above the rate for the
fourth quarter.
It was $12% billion, or 3% percent, abov
the previous high of the summer of 1957.
The major part
of the expansion of incomes in the past year reflected a gain
In real buying power as consumer prices were up less than
1 percent.
Wages and salaries, which make up by far the major share
of the total, accounted for most of the gain in income over
the past vear.
This stemmed from increases in employment
and hours worked, and from a continuing trend to higher
pay scales
Corporate profits—which are reflected im the personal
income flow only to the extent of dividend disbursements
are up sharply
This national mcome component is espe
cially volatile, shrinking sharply m recessions and rebounding
in the same fashion as business improves.
The lag in the
availability of basic data makes impossible the calculation
of corporate profits estimates with the same currency as thi
other income flows, but it is clear that the advance in
profits is contmuing
Consumer

TRADE
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buying advances

As brought out in the article im this msue
the cor slimmer
has been a prime factor in the business recovery,
just as he
had been a sustaining influence in the preceding recession
Retail sales in January and February were at a seasonally
adjusted monthly rate of S17
billion, 2 percent above the
fourth quarter average and 7 percent above a year ago
The fourth-to-first quarter gain in sales reflects mainte-
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nance of the nignelr volume of purchasing reached in the
final months of 1958.
Pre Kaster sales re ports, for example,
point to a continumng cood record il March
Most of the muior consumel line are being purchased at
Domestically produced new model
rates above a year ago
autos have been
selling at al annual rate in eXCeCSS of 5
with a volume of 4
million in 1958
million, compares
cet in recent
An important feature of thi automobile m
Sales so
years has been the « x pande a uli ot foreign cars
far this year are at an an ial rate well above last year’s
imports ol foreign cars
total of 375.000.
Only
were 30.000
sumer goods has been
Demand for oth
acuivily is
LI
well Sustamed

Shipments

and

New

Durable-Goods
Major advance
Billion Dollars
i
Iron and Steel

Orders

Manufacturers

in steel
Billion Dollars
7

industrial Machinery
nelect
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| Transportation Equipment
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0
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58
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serving to support purchases of large ticket home items, such
as furniture and appliances.
Demand for soft goods, which
was generally maintained during the downswing in activity
has moved well ahead of the prerecession level
,
Business

investment

higher

Demand for fixed and working capital has firmed considerably in recent months.
As reported in our regular
annual survey in this issue, business expects to install a
moderately higher volume of plant and equipment in 1959.
The quarterly pattern of fixed capital outlays indicates
that the modest turnaround in such spending took place in
the final months of last year, and in the current quarter
outlays are scheduled to be about $1%
billion, or 4 percent,
above the fourth quarter annual rate
Nonfarm residential building activity has been one of the
Construction
major expansionary forces in the economy)
put m place this quarter is expected to be at an annual rate
of around $22 billion—higher than in the fourth quarter, and
very considerably above the volume a@ year ago
Private
housing starts, which lead activity by several months, have
been running at an annual rate of better than 1
million
units since last October; this compares with starts of around
900,000 a year ago.
I ‘actory stocks

Fabricated Metals

March

rise

The mayor recent shift in business investment programs
While part ol
t dollar inhas }been in inventories
creases represents highet replacem« nt cos
he major share
consists of additions to goods on hand
Thu
ventory 1nvestment 1s currently adding to output in
to early
1958 when final demand was being partly
m
v a drawing
ISINeSS stocks
down ol stocks
At the end of January
billion under the year-ago total
TI is reducWeer’ still $4
ry-sales
tion and improved sales have lowered t!
198
|}
ratio from 1.7 months at the end of Janu:
since
The latter ratio
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| cOFe
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assemblies.
Steel production reached a new peak in midMarch with the industry operating at better than 90 percent
of capacity.
No doubt a considerable factor in this picture
is the restocking of steel by users of that metal.
These
stocks had been drawn down substantially during the
recession and early recovery phase of the cycle.
However,
also of importance in the steel demand situation is the
forward buying now going on, occasioned by the possibility
of higher prices or a work stoppage later in the year.
Automobile production has also been notably in excess of
consumer demand for the past several months as manufacturers sought to refill dealer showrooms with new models
Some production schedules were curtailed in earlier months
by work stoppages on important component parts, but with
the recent settlement of the strike in the glass industry full
production is once again possible.
Currently, dealer inventories are approaching desired levels and production may be
expected to move into line with sales to consumers and
business users
Total manufacturing activity was tilting upward in the
first quarter.
The pace of the recovery in factory output
was most rapid last summer and early fall, and in the last
several months moderating tendencies were in evidence
Foreign

demand

Internatio nal markets have not been supplying any major
stimulat
influence to the economy.
Export demand was
off moderately in 1958 and thus far in 1959 there is no indication of any significant change.
As shown in a following
section which reviews international transactions, there has
been a marked shift in our trade position.
Government

purchases

up

Gover! ment purchases of goods and services appear to be
up somewhat 1n the current quarter, principally reflecting
a further increase by Stat e and local governments.
Federal
purchasing has tended to flatten out following closely the
pattern
ticipated in the Budget presentation early in the
year, ana rr ewed
last month’s SURVEY.
Govern!
revenues are responding to the substantial
as in the case
pickup in profits and other income.
Again
ol expel aitures
the revenue picture emerging to this point
is in line
projections which involve a considerable
narrowing
of the Federal deficit.
Prices

stable

The general wholesale price average so far this vear has
been virt
unchanged from a vear ago, and the consumer
price ind¢
ntinues to fluctuate within a narrow range.
Stoc!
prices rose to new peaks in early 1959, the
average [tor January February being about
percent above
that
tl!
yurth quarter and almost one third above a yea
ields remain close to their postwar lows, the
flow
of d
ds not having changed recently with rising
profits
s they did not drop with
fall-off in profits
during the recessio1
The mo
authorities early in March increased the discount rat
.?¢ d on bank borrowing from the Federal ReThis was the third such action taken since
serve Svste
early last fall,
and the current rate charged by the New York
bank is no
percent compared
with the low of 1% percent in
Long-term U.S. bond yields reached 4
new high for the postwar period, and
ths ol t percentage point above a year ago.
porat long -term bonds have not changed aplast fall and are currently about one-half of a
above a year ago.
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Manufacturers’

sales and

orders

The rise in manufacturers’ sales and new orders has continued into early 1959—although the most recent figures
show some slackening in the rate of gain as compared with
earlier months of recovery.
Incoming orders in January
were one-sixth above a year earlier, and just 5 percent off the
late 1956 peak.
All major industries were receiving orders
in January well above year-earlier rates
Steel activity expands
January witnessed a sharp spurt in the ordering of iron and
steel products (see chart) and a more moderate advance for
nonferrous metals.
In steel, incoming business expanded
by a third over the December seasonally adjusted rate.
This increase on top of the rapid acceleration in steel buying
during 1958 brought the January total to a record in terms
of both dollars and volume.
Backlogs on the books of iron and steel producers advanced sharply to bring the end-of—January aggregate well
above a year ago.
In fabricated metals, including structural products, heating and plumbing equipment, and builders hardware, there
was some expansion in sales and orders during January but
on a more moderate scale than in the iron and steel industry
Backlogs-sales ratios were still well below year-ago rates
Machinery

orders

up moderately

The nonelectrical machinery group, which had shown the
smallest recovery from early 1958 troughs of any major
hard goods industry, reported an increase in the seasonally
adjusted rate of deliveries for the opening month of 1959
The flow of new orders to the group advanced nearly 10
percent.
The bulk of the rise occurred among companies
producing agricultural, construction, mining, and office and
store equipment.
The unfilled orders rise in January for
all nonelectrical machinery companies held the backlog-sales
ratio over the month relatively unchanged following a
considerable decline.
In electrical machinery, sales showed little change in Janu
ary, While orders and backlogs edged off.
This industry reacted only moderately to the recent recession and has since
shown strength
The backlog sales ratio for the electrical
machinery group is close to that of a year ago
primarily
on the performance of companies i the radio-electronics
communications field
Divergence

in transportation

equipment

Activity in nonautomotive transportation in recent months
has reflected divergent movemel { among component mn
In the dominant aircraft area sales of commercial
clustries
iL tplanes and ol missiles have risen s ib tantially
whereas de
liveries of military aircraft have declined
Sales and backlogs of unfilled orders
have been improving
in recent months for produ ers ot ot her types of transporta
tion equipment, although January figures were still well below year-ago rates
Trends in this industry reflect the turn
up im nmvestment
programs ol transportation companies
reported elsewhere in this SURVEY
have shown il mod
Sales of at ndurable coods produce
erate but rather steady upturn and in January were 10 percent above them recession low
The petroleum and textile
yroups have recorded the largest relative improvements
im part reflecting their sharper previous declines.
During
January there was SoOTnEC further rise in deliveries by these
industries.
The paper and chemical industries reached new
sales records in the late fall and early winter but January
little
deliveries were off
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in
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UNITED
States
international
payments
exceeded receipts
by nearly $800 milli
in th I
f 1958 resulting
in a corre pol a
d dollar holdtaken by
ings
About >
was ke pt
foreign countrir
in various fort
oy the
Total net p
to the
i(wo precedit
annual service
ember and to
various other
for seasonal
nore thal during the
|
were
factors, net payment
earlier part of
r $4 billion at ar
annual rate)
For 1958 as a whol
het pay
nt
wel
about $3.4
billion, of W hie !
é
bill
Although
«
Ler!
trans?
I
Luring
1958
resulted in a
nts
aite!
a Tising
allowance for
receipts
trend after the
recession
and payments wel
i
Recorded payme! { I
is
irom 3
lnira ( ol about
$25.8 billion in the first quarter
98 to about $27.6 billion
in the last quarte!
The latt
uid Hay
1a new high
except for certal
cial transact
3 Ww!
aised payments
vuarter oO
7 t ‘
ea
ite of S285
during the secona
ol le I ad lease
billion.
(Large
loans and investments
in
ol
mes
ns i
eZUE la added
about $1.4 billion
at 3 annus
at
to our payments at
that time.)
payments,
Recorded ree
from an annual rate
quartel ol
Table 1.—U.S. Balance

U.S. payments, total
Impor tot

US. receipts, total
Export
t
MI
} 1
'
Errors and omission
Increase in foreign gol«
through = transactic
States

of Payments Seasonally
ing Military Grant Aid)

Adjusted (Exclud-

Business

High

1958 to $23.6 billion in the last quarter.
This was about
$1.8 billioft under the rate a year earlier and $4.5 billion
below the recent peak rate of $28.1 billion in the first quartet:
of 1957 (which was unusually high, however, because of
many extraordinary transactions
As the vear progressed, the rise in recorded rec ipts seasonally adjusted gradually approached the rise in recorded
payments, and in the last quarter both sid
international accounts increased by about the same amount

|
{
that
While this development, if continued, 1
national
the highest point in the net payments o1
transactions has been reached, and that the
balance on our
foreign transactions from now on will gradually improve,
such a conclusion may still be premature
Special
and
possibly temporary factors
may have affected recent transactions; the rise in payments was duc to rather different
types of transactions from the rise in recé pts

Imports

rise to new

high

Merchandise imports advanced from the first to the fo irth
quarter by $2.1 billion at an annual rate, and other purchases
by $600 million
Most important among the latter were
military expenditures which reached a peak
in the third
quarter (due to large payments on construction contracts
but came down somewhat in the fourth.
The rise in the
outflow of funds through higher purchases abroad was, in
part, offset, however, by a moderate decli
in the net out
flow of private capital
Merchandise Imports, which after seasonal adjustme nt, had
advanced from the first to the second quarter and remained
at the higher level during the third quarter, ros “gain
sharply during the last quarter of the vear
After having
been below the previous peak annual rat
' $13.4 billion
reached in the latter half of 1957, for a ps
1 of about a
vear, merchandise imports passed the earlier high and ad
vanced to a rate of $13.8 billion per year in the last 3 months
ol 1958
total oO! G58 to
‘| he large Veur-el id Increase brought ti
less than $200 mil
percent
about $12.9 billion
bye low the previous year omitting the sp
mports
mentioned earlie!
The 1957-58 decline was considerably
the previous high considerably fast
;
4 recessio!
At that time
\
% quarters before the previous pea
as during the more recent reces
larters although prices were declining
that the fourth quarter 1958 figure
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accumulation of transactions so that a relapse may still occur
in the early part of this year.
The most recent rise in imports can be attributed only in
part to the recovery in industrial production.
The major raw materials which were imported in larger
volume in the last quarter of 1958 than during the corresponding period of 1957 were wool, sawmill products, and
wood pulp.
The rise of $32 million in these imports reflected mainly the higher activity in residential construction
and in the woolen textile and paper industries.
Of the major metals and metal ores, imports of copper rose
by nearly one-third from the third to the fourth quarter of
1958, but were still less than in the last quarter of 1957.
However, relatively low inventories and a firming of prices
which continued into 1959 suggest that the fourth quarter
rise constitutes a more than seasonal advance.
Nickel
imports dropped off sharply from the third quarter because
of strikes in Canada.
Only tin imports were slightly higher
in the fourth than in the previous quarter and a year earlier.
Imports of iron ore, manganese, tungsten, lead, zine, and
bauxite were less than a year ago, although for some of these
metals imports rose slightly from the third to the fourth
quarte!
In the aggregate, imports of metal ores and refined metals
during the fourth quarter of 1958 were about $20 million
less than in the third, and about $80 million lower than in
the last quarter of 1957.
With allowance for seasonal
factors and the interruption in nickel production, it seems
that the drop in such imports was halted in the fourth
quarter, but that any recovery was very slight and selective.
Of other major raw materials, imports of rubber rose
considerably in the fourth quarter of 1958, but still remained
smaller than a year earlier; imports of hides, skins, and furs
were up from the last quarter of 1957.
Although imports of raw materials at the end of 1958 did
not quite reflect the increase in industrial production, it
may be recalled that the effects on imports of the downswing
in production during 1957 were also delayed by many months
during which large inventories were accumulated.
Also, in
the case of many commodities the impact of the decline in
demand was greater on domestic production than on imports
and it may be expected, therefore, that the upswing in
demand would stimulate domestic output more than imports.
The recent rise in imports appears to have been due mainly
to higher purchases of commodities other than raw materials.
some ol hese increases may be due to special, temporary
factors, and some to more basic trends not related to cyclical
factors
Petroleum imports in the fourth quarter of 1958 were up
$50 million from the previous quarter and by the same
amount
from
the last quarter of 1957.
Much of the rise
which
(
I
n December and appears to have been
slightly
than seasonal, was perhaps due to accelerated
nticipation of mandatory quotas imposed early
buying
in Maré
meat products cattle, and fish were about $50
Import
million
than a year earlier, but only slightly more
than in the
rd quarter of 1958.
The rise in import demand
for these products which started in the latter part of 1957
Cocoa imports were up
apparel tl lost most of its force.
by about
million over the third quarter, and $9 million
quarter of 1957—
reflecting relatively low in
the earlier part of 1958.
Sugar imports dropped
than usual from the third to the fourth quarwell above the fourth quarter of 1957
The
i earlier in the vear and the decline in Puerto
on were responsible for most of the import rise
pts during the fourth quarter of 1958 were
than a year earlier.
Most of the change was in
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prices which declined from 47 cents to 40 cents a pound
The volume was about 3 percent less than in the last quartet
of 1957, when it was relatively high to make up for postponed imports earlier in that year and to replenish inventories.
At the end of 1958 a comparable increase in stocks
did not take place.
In fact, yearend stocks were the lowest
since 1954.
Thus, the volume of imports in 1959 will have
to be maintained even to meet current consumption require
ments.
The continued decline in prices, however, may hold
down the value of imports
Total foodstuff rose somewhat more than seasonally from
the third to the fourth quarter of 1958 and thus contributed
to the overall rise in seasonally adjusted imports.
However,
at least part of this rise appears to have been due to tem
porary factors.
Most of the upswing in total imports may be attributed to
higher purchases of machinery and vehicles, iron and steel
mill products, other durable producers and consumer goods,
and gem diamonds.
Imports of these commodities were up
about $150 million, or one-third, from the corresponding
quarter of 1957—by about the same amount as total met
chandise imports.
in part this may be attributed to the
rise in incomes and consumer expenditures and, as in the
case of the higher steel imports and capital goods, to larger
business expenditures.
To some extent, however, the in
crease reflects changes in domestic consumer preferences,
and in the competitive position of foreign products.
These
changes became evident earlier but were intensified last year
and are largely independent of the cyclical upswing.
Summing up these various trends, it appears that a decline
may be anticipated in imports which were temporarily en
larged by special factors, particularly those of petroleum and
certain foodstuffs.
The downward trend in coffee prices
may also result in lower import values.
These declining
tendencies may be more than offset by the upward trend in
imports of manufactured goods which so far has not shown a
tendency to flatten out, and by some rise in lagging imports
of raw materials for durable goods industries.
The result,
however, will be a slower rise than at the end of last year
Diverse

trends

in capital outflow

The aggregate net outflow of private capital during 1958
was about $2.9 billion, only $300 million less than in 1957.
The composition, however, changed considerably.
Direct
investments fell from $2.1 billion to about $1.1 billion, while
other capital outflows increased from $1.1 billion to $1.8
billion.
The $1 billion drop in new direct investments affected
primarily the petroleum and manufacturing industries.
The
decline in petroleum investments—
from about $1.3 billion in
1957 to approximately $600 million in 1958—-was in part due
to the lack of large new cash outlays such as the purchases
of oil concessions in Venezuela, which in 1957 absorbed about
$360 million. The completion of major pipeline projects in
Canada was another factor in the decline
Capital outflows to manufacturing enterprises which in
1957 amounted to $370 million were reduced by about one
half in 1958.
A large part of the decline was due to lesset
capital requirements in the aluminum industry which ob
tained relatively large amounts of new capital in 1957
These declines affected mainly Latin Ame rica, where direct
mostly in the petroleum industry—dropped by
investments
$700 million, and Canada where they were $230 million less
Net capital outflows through direct investments to Kurope
were moderately lower and to Asia and Africa slightly highet
The decline of new direct investments from the previous
high occurred largely toward the end of 11957 when industrial
Although much
expansion Was falling off in manv countries
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Balance of Payments with the Sterling Aream—1957 Annual; 1958 Annual, and by Quarters
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smaller than in the previous year, direct investments within
the year 1958 were rather stable, and in the last quarter were
even slightly higher than a year earlier.
Other capital outflows, particularly new issues of foreign
securities, were at a postwar record, but reached their high
point during the first half of 1958 and fell off during the latter
part of the year.
Although there was some revival of new
issues during the last quarter of the year, partly in conformance with the usual seasonal pattern, the broad trend reflected the changes in the capital market from relatively
favorable conditions early in the year to a tighter money supply and higher interest rates during the second half.
The net outflow of funds through medium- and short-term
credits showed a somewhat similar pattern.
Such loans
reached a peak in the last quarter of 1957, stayed rather high
through the second quarter of 1958, and then dropped sharply
during the second half of the year.
In the last quarter of
1958, the net outflow of such funds was down to $34 million,
compared with $212 million a year earlier.
The tightening of the capital market and rise of interest
rates, which in itself discourages borrowing, was also in contrast to the relative expansion of available capital and the
decline in interest rates in certain parts of Europe. These
tendencies continued into 1959. As long as these conditions
prevail, the outflow of capital from the United States through
new issues of bonds or loans is likely to remain comparatively
low
In contrast to these forms of capital movements, the outflow of funds through purchases of outstanding foreign securities, mainly stocks, increased steadily during 1958.
Purchases of foreign stocks were stimulated by their higher
vields compared with domestic stocks, and by the desire of
domestic nvestors to diversify their portfolio.
During the
last quarter of 1958 recorded net purchases of foreign stocks
were over $90 million. A further increase of investments in
European stocks was reported for January.
The net outflow of funds through Government grants and
capital transactions in 1958 was almost the same as in the
preceding year.
The net accumulation of foreign currencies through the sale of agricultural products declined
during the vear and changed to a reduction of such holdings
during the
last quarter.
Sales of agricultural products for
foreign currencies during this quarter were higher than a
vear earlier, but the utilization of such currencies for grants,
loans, and other Government operations overtook current
acqulsitlo!
Disbursements
by the Export-Import
Bank increased
during the year, although the fourth quarter was not quite
so high as t!
third, when large disbursements were made to
Brazil and
the Bank took over from private United States
banks a la ore loan LO Colombia.

EXPORTS

REMAIN

LOW

The
e in seasonally adjusted receipts during 1958 from
low point in the first quarter was mainly the result of
el
nes on
United States private investments abroad
from
ous services transactions.
The rise in invest
neomes,
however, reflected only in part higher current
he foreign enterprises
About $75 million of
obtan ed during the last quarter of the year was
‘ ilie¢ to a
dend disbursements of foreign subsidiaries of
ompanies from earnings in prior years.
Americ:
The
cone
frrures lo! the entire year have been reduced to
recent rise 1n tax liabilities to Venezuela
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Seasonally adjusted, exports during the last quarter of
1958 were at an annual rate of about $16.2 billion, approximately the same as during the first three quarters of the
year.
The rise in actual exports from $3.8 billion in the
third quarter to $4.2 billion in the fourth appears to have
been not more than the normal seasonal movement.
Compared with the corresponding period of 1957, the decline
narrowed down from 20 percent in the first quarter to 10
percent in the fourth.
For the year as a whole, exports
were about 16 percent smaller than in 1957.
Although seasonally adjusted figures for commodity
details are not available, comparisons with the corresponding
quarters of the preceding year indicate certain differences in
export developments.
During the early part of 1958 the decline from the previous
year was most pronounced for agricultural products, coal,
petroleum, copper, iron and steel mill products, and scrap.
Foreign sales of finished manufactures fell only by 4 percent
Exports of agricultural products other than cotton changed
in trend, however, and by the last quarter were about 6
percent higher than a year earlier
The year-to-year decline in petroleum exports was much
smaller in the latter part of 1958 than during the first half,
when it reflected the disappearance of the extraordinary
exports early in 1957 follow ing the closing of the Suez ( ‘anal
However, petroleum exports continued to drop even after
these extraordinary shipments had stopped
For coal, as well as iron and steel mill products, the export
decline seems to have continued although perhaps at a slower
rate than earlier in the year.
Large stocks of coal in Europe
and recent import restrictions imposed to protect local
production, as well as the growing use of fuel oil, will depress
the demand for coal from this country still further.
Scrap
exports have dropped to a very low point early in 1958; the
decline since then has been relatively small
Cotton exports, however, which seemed to be stabilizing
earlier in the year, dropped again compared with 1957 during
the last quarter of 1958 and, percentagewise, were even farther below the previous vear as during the first quarter
For machinery and vehicles, comprising the major part of
the exports of manufactured goods, the decline from a year
ago widened considerably during the second quarter of 1958
but narrowed somewhat during the latter half of the year
Within that group exports of construction machinery, tra
tors, miscellaneous industrial machinery, new passenger cars,
and civilian aircraft indicate a continued weakening in
foreign markets
including household
Electrical machinery and equipment
equipment)
maintained their foreign sales and exports ol
metalworking machinery including machine tools continued
to rise
Shipments of railroad equipme nt were also higher
than in 1957, but most of these shipments were financed
under Government-aid programs
Foreign markets for chemicals also appeared 1o have
strengthened somewhat curing 1958
Exports at the end of
the year were slightly above
(hose a year earlier, whereas
in earlier quarters they had been smaller.
The gain was
mainly in industrial chemicals, while medicinals were gen
erally weaker
The stability in exports thus appears to have been due to
coppel
rises in agricultural products other than cotton
and in certain specialized industrial products such as metal
working machinery and certain chemicals for which foreign
demand continued to expand or our products are technically
These
more advanced than those of competing countries
rises were offset, however,
by declining ‘ xports ot cotton
fuels, and other industrial products, but for many of these
products the rate of decline slowed down toward the end
of the year
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This general patter do¢
t vet
dicate
il early recovery in export
In fact,
January
192
<ports were still
8 percent below those in Janu:
Gold

outflow slou ed
:
Although th
{ pa
bal:
corded transac
tions increased
|
‘
iarter
of 1958 than in the
preceding quarter and
declin
at in
last quarter,
this developme!
wa
y reflected in the outflow of
gold and dollar
he res
was the relatively wide fluctua
tions in the net
of unrecorded transaction
Errors and
Omiussions”’
For the year 1958
a whole, these residual
transactions amounted to net receipts
of about $380 million
This represents a considerable drop from net receipts of
about S$SS80 million u 1957 and also from the re siduals in
1955 and 1956
To a certain extent this residual in the balance of payments
reflects recurring transactions for which estimates cannot he
made.
The large increase in 1957, however,
suggests certain
special receipt
bably as a result of capital movements
from Kurope to tl
United State
vhich escape d the usual
recording procedur
Such capital movements
occur gen
erally in times of financial and political uncertainties.
The drop in the residual in 1958 may reflect some net re
turn flow of capital
Howevel!
{
a net balance and
consequently may
be compose
3s currents
in such
capital transaction
Thus, the
capital to
Kurope may have bee! eonsiderabdDly tare
thal suggested
bv the size of the overall residual and offset by inflows from
other parts of the world, particularly the Far East earlier in
1958 and Latu
America during the second hal f of the year
The rather low residual during the last quarter of 1958 may
in part be due to purchasesof foreign stocksby United States
residents which were not made through
United States brokers
f
or banks and, therefore,
were not r reported by them
Although net dollar payments
to foreign countries remained at a quarterly rate of nearly $1 billion beginning with
the second quartel of the vear, the outflow ol cold declined
steadily from the
second quarter peak.
The
decline con
tinued into this year, and in February foreign gold purchases
had virtually
topped
‘| hie des line comecided With a rise in
interest rates in the
United States which made holdings of
United States Government
securities or time deposits in
banks more remunerative, and consequently increased the
potential loss in interest incomes which would result from the
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conversion of such holdings into gold.
During the first
half of 1958 about $1.2 billion of Government securities were
sold by foreigners but about the same amount was purchased
during the second half of the year.
Another factor may have been the need for dollars by the
United Kingdom to meet the annual service charges of
nearly $200 million on the United States and Canadian
postwar loan due at the end of the year.
Dollar funds of a
similar magnitude will be required by the
United Kingdom
this spring to repay a part of the 1956 dollar drawings from
the Monetary Fund.
Preliminary estimates (reflected in memorandum lines 1
and 3 of table 2 in the columns for “All areas’’)
also indicate
that relatively large amounts of gold from sources outside
the United States became available during the last quarter
of the vear, thus lessening the demand for U.S cold
The
share of gold in the total foreign gold and dollar gains was
about the same in the third and fourth quarters
About $3.7 billion of the $4.3 billion total gold and dollar
cains in 1958 by all countries (including about $840 million
in gold acquired from other sources than the United States)
was accumulated in Western Kurope. Canada rain d about
$180 million, Japan $375 million, and the international
institutions about $450 million.
Latin America, however,
lost about $330 million of its gold and dollar holdings.
The area distribution of foreign gold and dollar rains
changed relatively little during the year, with Europe continuing to absorb by far the largest shar
Within Europe,
however, the gains of the United Kingdom were hirhest in the
second quarter and slowed down during the second half of
the year, while those of Italy rose throughout the year
The large rise in European reserves during 1958 followed
|
a period of more than a year during which many countries in
the area lost reserves
or had to incur short-term debts
The
rise was large enough, however, to permit a further liberalization of exchange restrictions and to enable most European
countries to make their currencies, if held by residents of
other countries, convertible.
Although reserves of some of the major Kuropean countries
are still low relative to the size of their foreign transactions
and commitments, the continued increase of European gold
and dollar holdings made it possible also for the various
countries to adopt measures to stimulate their economic
activity
The liberalization of trade and a faster expansion
in business activity should—in time—have favorable repercussion on our exports

by Murray

F. Foss

+

Business

Anticipations

1959

Investment

BustvessMEN expect to make a moderate increase in
their plant and equipment expenditures
this year, accordingto
the 1959 annual survey of investment and sales anticipations
conducted by the Office of Business and the Securities and
Exchange Commission.
The scheduled rise is $1
billion, or
4 percent, more than last vear.
The corresponding expectation for 1959 sales is for a 9percent increase in manufacturing and public utilities, and
for a 6-percent rise in trade.
The capital expansion for 1959 centers largely in manufacturing, the airlines, and gas utilities.
Most of the other
major industry
divisions expect
little change.
Public
utility spending will be close to the 1957 record, while the
airlines, with large deliveries of jet aircraft coming, will
make record capital outlays.
Change in Plant and Equipment Expenditures

The quarterly figures indicate a rise from a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of $30 billion in the fourth quarter of
1958 to $31 billion in the first 3 months of 1959 and about
$32 billion in the second quarter,
The survey data also suggest an annual rate of expenditure
in the second half of this year not much different from that
expected for the second quarter.
To judge from past experience the realization of the implied second half rate of
expenditure will depend largely on the course of business
activity through the year, and the prospects thus suggest
that there may be an expansion of plans as the year develops.
Of the past 5 years, for example, for example, in the recession years of 1954 and 1958, expenditures were, respectively,
about the same and a few percentage points lower than implied; in 1957 spending was slightly lower as a result of the
general downturn in the fourth quarter of that year.
By
O88 IS ASSISTANT CHIEF,
OF BUSINESS ECONOMICS

BUSINESS

STRUCTURE

DIVI

and

Sales

way of contrast, actual second half expenditures were more
than 10 percent greater than implied in 1955 when the economy recovered and rose to new highs, and a few percent higher
in 1956, when the investment boom was in full swing
While the annual change from 1958 to 1959 is not large and
reflects a measure of uncertainty about future developments,
the quarterly data indicate that there has been a distinct
change in attitude by business toward capital expenditures
over the past few months.
First, actual investment in the
fourth quarter was the same as the amount projected 3
months ago—a change from the pattern of downward revision which had been evident since the final quarter of 1957
Second, businessmen have made an upward revision in spend
ing for the first quarter of this year—again, in contrast
with the recent experience.
Quarterly

Table 1.—Percent

of

changes

The 1957-58 investment downturn reached its low in the
third quarter of 1958, with a seasonally adjusted annual rate
of expenditure of $29.6 billion—some $8 billion less than
the high of four quarters earlier.
The fourth quarter of last
year reflects divergent movements, with small decreases in
manufacturing and railroad investment more than offset
by a large rise for airline equipment and small increases
elsewhere.
The $2 billion rise in the seasonally adjusted annual rat
that business expects from the fourth quarter of 1958 to the
second quarter of this year would bring the total back to
where it was last spring.
The advance
is scheduled about
equally in both durable and nondurable manufacturing
groups.
The gas utilities plan a sizable expansion over this
period
A number of factors may be cited in explanation of the
currently reported intentions.
Broadly speaking the pickup
in investment is related to the recovery in overall economic
conditions, with the marked improvement in sales and earn
ings from the recession low points; in turn, these develop
ments have riven rise to favorable expectations for sales and
profits in the near-term.
New orders have been rising, the
decline in unfilled orders has been reversed.
Profits in pat
ticular have recovered sharply since the first half of last year
with a resultant favorable effect on the liquidity position of
business.
Not all of the currently planned increase stems directly
from the recovery.
For example, in the case of the airlines
the large investment rise is primarily of an autonomous
nature, stemming from technological change, though the
improvement
in general business
facilitate
its
should
financing
The most important factor that has tempered the mag
nitude of the recovery in investment is to be found in the
degree of unused capacity in the economy, notably in manu
1]
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Manufacturing
Utility and Commercial Outlays Stabilize —
Transportation Industries Rise
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but by the individual high reached in each industry, it appears that in durable-goods manufacturing, the aggregate of
these high marks is well above the rate of prod iction in early
1959. although in nondurables, the combined high is little
different from current output
The significant point however, is that these peaks were
generally reached more than 2 vears ago, so that subsequent
capacity installations
which continued even with the remust be added to rauce current
duced investment in 1958
capacity.
Even allowing for the fact that industry undertakes new expansion at some point below full « apacity operations—and business, according to the latest survey still eXpects an improvem nt in output in 1959 over current rates
of operation
it seems reasonable to assume that output must
nvestment plans
increase further betore major increases
will be needed
Aside from physical requirements industry may be expected to make further investment for new products, to step
up its outlays for modernization and cost-cutting and to
meet the needs of changing veographic markets
Manufacturing

a

Investment Expansion in Early 1959
is Widespread in Manufacturing
f
Nondurable Goods
Manufacturing

4

OF

Programs

since last spring manufacturing sales and output have regained much of the ground lost in the recent recession and
manufacturing firms are now scheduling a rise in expendiWith few
tures of almost $1 villion, or 7 percent, Ove! 1958.
exceptions all industries are contributing to the advance,
as may be seen in table 2.
Last vear’s outlay of about $11% billion was some $4%
billion less than the record expenditure made tn 1957, and
accounted for about two-thirds of the aggregate decline in
If rough allowplant and equipment expenditures in 1958
Is made for changes in the cost ol
|
roods, the
manufacturing outlay was lower than
in all post war
ears except 1949 and 1950
By size of firm, the lareest companies
projecting a more-than-averauge increase from
1958 t
1959
less-than\\ hile the medium and small companies ¢
This pattern is the reverse
of the actual
average advances
changes in plant and equipment expenditures that oc¢ irred
s reduced then
from 1957 to 1958 when the large compal
spending somewhat more than the overall aeciine of 25 per
|
} procent, the medium companies’ programs
were r‘ auced
ibout
the
same
as
the
ager
and
the
small
portionally
companies cut spending relatively least ol
lable 2.—Percent
Change in Manufacturing Plant and Equipment
Expenditures, by Industry, 1957-58 and Anticipated 1958-59

Manufacturing
Durable-goods industries
I
I
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Nondurable-goods
industries
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Small firms apparently picked up their seasonally adjusted
rate of expenditures a little after midyear 1958 as the
recovery progressed,
The large companies, which in many
industries were in a downward phase of major programs, as
a group continued to reduce spending in the second halt.
Table 3.—Realization of Investment Programs, by Industry, 1955-58
Actual as Percent of Anticipated Expenditures
| 19
Total

106

100

BUSINESS

Electrical machinery companies are scheduling a sizable
increase in investment over 1958.
Examination of the
quarterly data for 1958 indicates that the decline from the
late 1956 peak was over by the third quarter of 1958; the
defense program, continued strength in publie utility demand, and the recovery in consumer appliance sales were
the major influences in the reversal of trend in outlays.
Manufacturers of machinery other than electrical, on the
other hand, have scheduled only a small rise in expenditures
over 1958 with a rising trend evident for the current year.
A good part of the annual increase 1S accounted for by
producers of farm machinery, sales of which have shown
considerable buovancy in the last half year, in contrast with
sales of industrial machinery
Investment

A breakdown of the anticipated capital expenditures in
manufacturing into plant and equipment shows that equipment is scheduled to rise about 10 percent over 1958.
Construction expenditures
including oil-well drilling outlays of
the large pet ileum refiners) is expected to show little change
In 1959, alt
gh if the petroleum companies are excluded a
moderat«
ecrease in construction is indicated.
Durable-goods

industries

Investment in durable-goods industries on a seasonally
adjusted qua rterly basis declined more than 40 percent from
its peak
in the recent
investment
downturn.
Current
schedules indicate a rise in the seasonally adjusted annual
rate of close to $1 billion—or 18 percent—from the fourth
quarter ol 1958 to the second quarter of 1959, and a further
increase is implied for the final 6 months of the year.
lron and
steel produc ers expect to spend about as much in
1959 as tl
did last year, when investment declined almost
one-third from the 1957 peak.
The year 1958 marked a
completion phase for most steel companies programs and
the 7-million ton increase in ingot capacity in 1958 was almost
as large
n the preceding year.
With steel output up
sharply from the lows of 1958 many steel companies are now
activating
ew programs
Of all
major manufacturing industries, nonferrous
metals is the only one anticipating a decline from 1958 to
1959.
Much
of the year-to-year decrease in this group is
accounted for by the fact that a major new aluminum
producing facility was completed last vear; with this and
the other completions there was a 400,000-ton increase in
aluminum
capacity in 1958.
Despit
improvement in sales so far in 1959 over a
year ago, the
motor vehicle industry is still operating considerably below output peaks reached in 1955.
Producers
in this industry are expecting a rise in capital outlays of
almost one-fourth but from the extremely low 1958 figure.
Deflated
tment in this group last year was lower than
in all postwar years except 1949, and 1958 current dollar exwere even below depreciation allowances for the
pe nditur
\ 20-percent increase in investment is scheduled
industr’
producers of transportation equipment other than autobiles.
The
implied seasonally adjusted expenditure rate
cond half is within 10 to 15 percent of previous

up in nondurable

goods

The nondurable-goods industries recovered comparatively
quickly from the lows in produ tion and sales in the 1958
downturn, and by the end of last vear a numberof important
groups had achieved a rate of sales ¢ qual to or above previous
highs
This development Was an important influence in the
stabilizing of investment in this field in the second half of
1958. The earlier t-quarter 30 percent decline in outlays,
after seasonal adjustment, while sizable, was less than in
durables and briefer.
Petroleum firms expect to increase their capital outlays
this vear about 13 percent over 1958, to $2.7 billion: this
amount is still well below the record
expenditure of almost
UiCS
$3.5 billion in 1957.
In 1958, petrol 1h company sale
declined for the first time since 1949
Finished stocks ac
cumulated, especially in the first half of the year; and re
finery operations were reduced so that relative capacity
utilization was the lowest since World War II
Table 4.—Anticipated Percent Increases in Manufacturers’ Sales,
by Industry 1958-59
Total
Durable goeds
N
Ek
Machinery
rransportat
Stone, clay
Nondurable goods

The reductions in investment last year were relatively large
for production, transportation, and refinery facilities while
spending for the less: important categ ories
marketing and
other facilities—-was fairly well maintained
From the peak
annual rate of $3'% billion the decline to the third quarter of
1958 was almost 40 percent, to the lowest rate of outlays by
this industry since early 1951.
The general improvement
in the economy, the more
favorable inventory position, and the unusually cold weather
last December resulted in an improvement in demand and
profits, which was reflected in a stepped-up rate of outlay
in late 1958.
The seasonally adjusted data for 1959 indicate
a generally rising trend through the year
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mid-1958 and is continuing through the second quarter of
1959.
Although some falling off is suggested in the second
half, it should be noted that the industry typically does not
hold firm to its investment expectations
Paper and paper
products companies’ investment is expected to be slightly
higher im 1959
Realization of the increase sched iled in the
first quarter this vear would be the first seasonally adjusted
advance of consequence in approximately ;
ars
With sales of the food-beverage group at record highs last
vear, 1958 investment was cut considerably less than in other
industries; little change is anticipated in 1959
Alter the
first quarter of 1958 seasonally adjusted investment pi ked
up and then stabilized
An increaseis scheduled in
the first
half of this vear although a reduction
l
t
second half, attributable largely to reductions by
col panies
Nonmanufacturing

Petroleum

Industries

Investment in nonmanufacturing declined less than 10
percent last year
Typically this investment has been less
volatile than in manufacturing, partly because the group
encompasses a number of industries in Ww!
l nvestment
changes have been offsetting and partly because it embraces
industries like communications, electric and
g
itilities
which are less sensitive to cyclical change thar
This year these industries as a group are
sched
oy an
investment rise of about 2 percent over 1958, |
there is no
iniformity in the industrial pattern of chang

Motor Vehicles

Railroads

Electrical Machiner

Machinery
opt Ele

March

Food & Beverages

Transportation Equipment
Except Mot eb

initiate

The railroads are planning capital investment
750 milCCOl
iz to the
lion in 1959, about t he same as in 1958
quarterly firures, however, it appears that ft
asonally
adjusted annual rate of outlays was at a low of $0.6 billion
in the closing 3 months of 1958 and a sizable
pickup has
been scheduled by the second quarter Of this veal
to an
annual rate of $920 million
The drop in outlays that is
implied following the second quarter of 1959 probably represents the short-run nature of the railroad investment plans
at the present time
The reversal in railroad investment that is evident in the
data for the first half of this year follows the improvement
in carloadings and railroad income that began around mid
1958.
Seasonally adjusted carloadings, after falling sharply
for six successive quarters, rose somewhat in the
third quarter of 1958 and markedly in the last 3 months of the year
\ vradual decline of 2 years’ duration in construction expenditures, seasonally adjusted, came to a halt around inthe end
of 1958
Equipment expenditures, after falling about two
thirds from the third quarter of 1957, are expected to increase
starting early in 1959, and sharply in the second quartet!
Fixed investment by the railroads, though
now improving
must be judged quite low by postwar standaa
The 1958
and 1959 outlays are the lowest since 1946 in current dollars
and well under that year in real terms.
Freight
cars owned
by the roads declined last year after increasing slightly in
1957 and at the end of 1958 stood 3 percent lower than the
pe ak reached at the end of 1953.
Utility investment

1955 56 57 58 59
Quvorters, Seasonally Adjusted, at Annval Rates
® Anticipated
U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics

expansion

high

Klectric
utility companies are scheduling a decline in
‘ xpenditures of about 4 percent from the record high of 1958.
This decrease is probably a delayed reaction to the 1957-58
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recession and the earlier decline in homebuilding, as a result
of which kilowatt hour sales showed relatively small yearto-year increases of 5 and 2 percent in 1957 and 1958, respectively.
The quarterly seasonally adjusted figures indicate that capital outlays declined from the first to the
second half of 1958; the 1959 anticipations show a further
decline in the first half foliowed by a slight recovery in the
sec ond | alf
According to trade sources the decrease in 1959 reflects a
cutback in outlays for generating facilities, which reached
a top in 1958; this is being offset in part by a rise in spending
for distribution facilities, which had declined from 1957 to
1958
Capacity additions in 1958 totaled a record 12.5
million kilowatts and are currently scheduled to total almost
11 million in 1959.
Gas utilities have scheduled their highest annual expenditure for 1959, more than 10 percent above 1958.
The seasonally adjusted quarterly data indicate that the rise which
began in early 1958 will reach a peak in the first half of this
vear but some decrease is suggested in the second half.
Trade

and

communications

spending

by airlines

The $1.9 billion expenditure that has been scheduled for
1959 by the transportation industry
(aside from railroads)
is a record amount and is attributable primarily to the airlines.
The airlines expect to spend twice as much this year
as last, according to current schedules, deliveries of jet arecrait. whiel began late last vear, are expected to reach a
peak 1! 1960
Water carriers are also anticipating higher
expendit ires but pipelines are expecting some cutback

Realization
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divisions cut actual spending below
planned amounts,
except the nonrail transportation and commercial groups
In durable-goods manufacturing all industries, except
the miscellaneous category, cut outlays in 1958 below projec
tions.
Deviations were greater than average in the machinery and transportation equipment groups and less than
average in primary metals and stone, clay, and glass.
In
nondurable-goods manufacturing, only the textile and mis
cellaneous nondurable-goods groups spent more than sched
uled, although the negative discrepancies m food and
beverages and paper were comparatively small.
About 70
percent of the negative deviation in nondurable manufac
turing was brought about by the sharp reductions from
planned outlays by the petroleum industry
By size of firm, small manufacturing companies as a group
exceeded expectations even after allowance for the usual
small firm understatement, while medium and_ large-size
firms spent less than planned, with the latter showing the
greater shortfall
The year 1958 was noteworthy in that the reduction in

hold even

(‘communications firms, after a record $3 billion outlay in
1957, spent $2.6 billion in 1958 and are planninga like amount
for 1959.
The quarterly projections, after seasonal adjustment, indicate a slightly rising movement during 1959
The firming in this industry brings to a halt a decline in
seasonally adjusted outlays of about six quarters’ duration
’
and of aimost 20 percent from the peak reached in early
1957
The recent decline was the first in this industry since
1949
Investment by communications companies was Maintained at 1953 rates during the 1954 recession but declined
by approximately 40 percent from mid-1948 to the end of
1949. following the investment boom in the early postwar
period
ent by commercial companies held up compara1958 in contrast with the declines that occurred
er areas of investment: spending by trade and
ms was within a few percent of the 1957 total
A
tailers were holding back on plans for new stores
centers in view of the uncertainty attached to
se of retail sales in 1958 as well as to homebuilding
Investment programs firmed, especially in the
second
f of the vear, as retail sales were bolstered by rising
disposal { income and housing activity rose steadily. Capital out
1959 are expected to remain close to 1958 rates
Record
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of 1958 Programs

Last year businessmen spent about $14 billion less than
thev had anticipated in the survey conducted in the first
Although the relative discrepancy of
quarter of 1958
5 percent was slightly above the average (median) deviation
of 3 percent for the postwar years through 1957, the annual
survey correctly projected the very sizable decline in capital
expendit ires
As table 3 indicates, all major industry

Manufacturers’

Sales

Anticipations

Percent Increase— 1958 Actual
to 1959 Anticipated
0
10

Iron and Steel
Transportation Equipment
Electrical Machinery
Chemicals
Nonferrous Metals
Nonelectrical Machinery
Paper
Stone, Clay, and Gloss
Textiles
Petroleum
Food & Beverages

U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics
spending from anticipations was greater than occurred in the
two previous downturn vears of 1949 and 1954, when expenditures fell only 1 percent below expectations
The
major difference with respect to the earlier downturns was
that this time manufacturing companies reduced their outlays substantially below expectations; previously manufacturers’ actual outlays were about in line with anticipations
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As was pointed out last year, the anticipated expenditure
on hew starts 1s subject to considerable re ViIslOr ih either
direction, depending chiefly on the subsequent course of
Work-in-progress, hows Vel is subject to
business activity.
less revision, though large construction projects
spe ec d up or stretched Out Into al other Veal
Of the $12.3 billion of capital outlays that
have S( heduled Iti 1959, about $4¥% billion, o1
estimated to be spent on work already in progre
1959
Manufacturers expect during
195
projects with an estimated value of close to $10
which, $8 billion would be completed this yea
In 1958 manufacturers completed $5
billion of
arryover ol WOrk-L progress on January
1, 1958
additional $5 7 billion Was spent on the SLO Db iI )
projects started during 1958.
As noted pi
capital spending in 1958 was lower that
expectationsal the be vinning of that ve ar, a
occurred mainly in the projected value of t
uch Wis LO be done in 1958
current s§ irve
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|
(
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W
.
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This comparatively small increase iS
overall advance in plant and «
he fact that construction outla
not now expected to iwnerease OV
total new
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and thus total capital
]
aiready
indicated
may well be ad usted
to improve through the
9.—Business Facilities:
Work-in-Progress and the Initiation
of New Projects
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lable 6.—Expenditures on New Plant and Equipment by U.S. Business,

Seasonally Adjusted at Annual Rates
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In some respects, the decline differed from the pattern of
the 1953-54 cycle, when Government buying dropped most
as defense
expenditures were sharply curtailed.
The decline
in business
investment was moderate, while consumer purchases showed very little change as taxes were cut and real
income there by sustained.
In the
covery, from the second quarter of 1954 to the
second quarter of 1955, national output at an annual rate
2 billion (in 1957 prices).
Consumer purchases
increased
and pri
investment each rose rapidly and extensively.
Grove!
purchasing continued to decline but at a much
slower rate
In that eyele, consumer buying was maintained in the
downtul
and advanced quickly once the recovery Was
ul det
As +f matter of fact, consumer borrowing to
pure his
irable goods was a feature of the recovery, and
brought a flood of auto buying unequalled before or since.
In the
1948—49 recession, when the Government programs
\ ( rere 3 frf
expanded by foreign aid, and a large consume!
backlog of durable goods demand still existed, the only
occurred in business inventories.
Sigil ifiea
|
During
hase, real consumer purchases and Government
increased moderately.
In the recovery period,
tepped up their buying, and, with the turnntory policy, business investment also adally
of these recessions turned out to be short and
arked by broad governmental actions—som«
nd some designed to have an anlic ye lical effect
strength of consumer purchases, under thes
ustaied personal income and the absence of
had p olonged unemployment, had a stabilizing
economy
As will be developed, however, the
ymposition of purchases among the various
goods and services had noticeable and, in some
mpacts on particular industries
to be implied that the stabilizing influence of
lerived its primary impetus from the consume!
nae ated above, developments ine other private
the Government played important roles in
of his income.
Nonetheless, the conis overall propensity to consunn
income.
CONSUMPTION

PATTERNS

sumer pure hases are viewed in relation to total
d output over the long-term, interesting patterns
t.
The accompanying chart brings out several
yn the behavior of consumer spending in relation
nd output, all expressed in constant dollars.
f purchases to real disposable personal income
iated within a relatively narrow range around a
average in the 20 years prior to 1929, and again
postwar period 1947-58.
In the years of the 1930
cdepresslol
consumers’ spending was naturally high from
omes, and in the war years such spending was
by price controls and the limited availability of
ods
In other years, the most
pronounced
ons occurred in the 1921 recession and in the early
s of abnormality in production and distribution
of purchases to real gross national product
teresting to note that in the 20-vear period before
1929
onsumers took, on the average, 69 percent of the
nationa | output, with rather small fluctuations about this
averag
In World War I when the Government needs
increased the consumer ratio dropped to 63 percent. During
the declining phase of the depression years, the ratio in-
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creased to a top of 80 percent, and in 1944 a low of less than
50 percent was reached
With the ending of the war, the consumers’ share of the
national output increased rapidly and eventually stabilized
around an average of 65 percent.
The lower ratio for the
postwar than the pre-1929 period reflects the relatively large
share of national output absorbed by the Government in
recent years
purchases include, of
The Government’s
course, a substantial amount of consumption coods and
services
More than one-fifth of total output in 1958 was
bought by Government, compared with an average of on
tenth in the twenties
Relation

of consumption—investment

Over the short-run, the correlation between consumption
and the phy sical volume ol plant ana equipment purchased
by business is not close because of differing evchieal sensi
Over the longer run,
where periods of
tivities
howeve1
there can be
high-level Cconomnie activity are compared
discerned some constaneyv in the level about which the ratio
fluctuates
The chart on page 20 shows the ratio of consumer expendi
turesto business plant and equipment purchases (GNP basis
It isclear that both in the period prior to
in constant dollars
thie creat depression and in the current postwar pe riod this
ratio has fluctuated around an average of 5
that is, for
every dollar of plant and equipment acquired by business,
consumers bought, on the average, about $5
of real goods
ibstantial
and services
There appears to have been he
ipward or downward drift in this ratio over the long-term
period
Over the short run the ratio does fluctuate sharply
Shifts in consumption
The consumer “Mix
of goods and services has varied
considerably over time, with significant shifts taking place
among groups O© pure hases
In LY5S personal consumpttol expe nditures totaled $291

Personal Consumption

in Constant Dollars—

Ratios to Income and GNP
Ratio
1.25 [
Disposable Personal Income
\

"i
Gross National Product

L
Note: Based
1957 Dollars
iy. a FUURUUEUTEUUEUSUCHUCETTTECUEECUTTETETEUTTODETETE
1910 #15 20 25 30 «(35 40 45 50 55
U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics
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quarter of last year.
<A similar pattern occurred
ment of real disposable income per capita
Bot!
and expenditures per capita are still 2 ps
1957 high
The chart on page 21 shows the 1958 d
personal income ¢ | nl hy majo! componel LS
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on current dollars, the fluctuations in the ratio of these
expenditures to the total in the past 8 years have been somewhat larger than in constant dollars, and the ratio currently
is above that of 1929.
The clothing and shoes portion of total purchases has
clearly been declining in the postwar period—from 10 percent
in 1947 to 8% percent in 1958.
This compares with a ratio
of 13%
percent in 1929.
On a current dollar basis, the
proportion of clothing and shoes expenditures shows a somewhat more pronounced drop in the postwar years than is
the case in constant dollars.
The nature of this relationship
is brought out in a different manner in a later discussion.
In
the case of gasoline and oil purchases, the proportion of the
total has shown a steady rise in the postwar years—from 2%
percent
1947 to nearly 4 percent currently.
In the durable croods categories, the proportion of automobiles
d parts purchases has shown marked fluctuations
twar period, with the ratio to purchases of all goods
es ranging from less than 4 percent in 1947 to more
cent im 1955
In the 1957—58 recession, the ratio
rom a high of 6.2 percent to a low of 4.5 percent.
for housing and household operation services
postwar rise—from 15 percent in 1947 to 18%
1958.
In contrast, purchases of transportation
constant dollars) dropped from 4 percent in 1947
1 4 perce nt
reverting back to the percentage
Q?Q
the rapid expansion in the stock of many types
durables, expenditures for the care and repau ol
have shown a considerable expansion in recent
957, the repair bill for automobiles, radios and

Use of the 1958
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television receivers, household appliances, and other housefurnishings amounted to $5 billion and on the basis of
preliminary data this total was exceeded in 1958.
In the
past 10 years, these expenditures have risen steadily, with
the current rate more than double that of 1947—a
rise in
excess of the increase in consumer income.
Expenditures
on radio and television repair showed the most marked
expansion, increasing 3% times over the 10-year period
It should be emphasized that within major groups the
movements of the ratios for subgroups show, in many cases,
a considerably mixed picture.
To illustrate this point, in
the case of transportation, the ratios for local transit and
intercity railway and bus transportation have been steadily
declining in the postwar period.
On the other hand, travel
by airlines and by automobile has been steadily rising
In summary, while total consumer expenditures have borne
a rather steady relation to income, aside from the depression
and wartime periods, within this aggregate many categories
shift in importance as consumers change their preferences
or view their prospects differently.
There is, of course,
variation in the extent of stability associated with the degree
of urgency of need.
Also, for certain groups of items
definite growth tendencies are dominant while others have
become of lesser importanc e in the consumer budget,
CONSUMPTION-INCOME

Personal

Income

Dollar

Use of

Purchases of

Income Dollar

Goods and Services

Clothing
& Shoes
8%

Food & Beverages
and Tobacco
29%

Housing
13%
Total Personal
5 Consumption
Expenditures ened
82%
Services
32%

RELATIONS

The consumption-income relations will be viewed in this
section through the use of correlation analysis
The rela
tionships presented involve essentially an up-dating of
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Some summary facts may first be noted:
1. In real terms, total consumer purchases over the longrun period of the twenties and postwar vears have shown a
close relat ionship to consumer income: a change of 10 percent
in real income was associated on the average with a change
of approximately 10 percent in real purchases.
In periods
of sharp cyclical changes in business, a variation of 10 percent in real income was associated on the average with a
( hat ge of 8 percent in real purchases.
2. Th response of the major groups—durables, nondurables. Al d services
to income change over the long-run
period of course differs from what occurred in the 1930
depression.
The secular tendency has been for real purchases
ol lurable coods to show a moderate upward response relative to ncome, while for nondurable goods and services the
response has been approximately equal
al to 1 association
During
wings in the business evele, however, durablegoods purchases in real terms have responded more intensely,
rable goods rather moderately, and services have been
sensitive to income changes
subgroups of expenditures, there is a wide diversity
of income response in all periods.
In addition, purchases of
oods particularly automobiles, have shown wide
lurable
fluctuations, often not directly related to the income flow,
in the postwar vears
Consumption-income

patterns

A ree) imination of past relationships provides the basis
{ol some generalizations regarding the overall consumptionneome pattern
The uppel left panel of the accompanying
chart shows this pattern for the years 1920-58 with total
consumption and income both in real terms.
So far as the
entire period since World Wat | is concerned, expenditures in
lat
Conseque ntly, it
income show noticeable shifts
lation or simple expressions such as ratios or linear
i ot account for all of the « hanges,
consumption response to income change is cony different over long periods than during swings in
ess cycle. The line on the chart represents a recresed to the high-level activity vears of the twenties
postwar vears.* It mav be seen that the points for
]
ears cluster closely about this line the average
wing about 1 percent. This relationship indicates
i" thar response ol consumption to income change
lable 2.—Distribution of Real Personal

Total goods and services
Dural
oods
Nondurable goods
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in years of rising, high level economic
activity is such that
a given percent change in real income is associated with a
closely similar percentage change in consumption
Two points may be made concerning this relation
First
in periods of brief and relatively small cyclical fluctuations,
such as thoseof 1923-24, 1926-27. 1948-49, and 1953-54. the
consumption-income pattern was approximately in line with
the secular relationship shown on the chart
Second, in the sharp evclical swings of 1929-37 and 1937
38, with large-scale unemployment,
the relationship shifted
Both in the pronounced downswing and in the subsequent
recovery, consumer demand exhibited a marked lag relative
to the income advance
All three major groups of expenditures show significant
differences between the secular and evelical relationships ol
consumption to income
This may
be seen from the other
panels of the chart
As would be expected the cyclical response to income
change is sharply pronounced In the durable voods group
much less so in the nondurables, and even less so in the
services
The income coefficients are
respe tively
2.1
0.7, and 0.5."
In the case of durable coods the eve lical response has been
sharp even in periods of relatively small busines fluctuations
Such behavior results from the longer life of these goods and
the flexibility of replacement, and from the use of credit
as an important element of financing.
Consumers are more
willing to increase installment debt when income is rising
and are more reluctant to incur additional indebtedness when
income declines and prospects appeal less favorable
Len
ders are likewise more agreeable to the process of debt
creation in good times.
Purchases of nondurable goods and
services
have shown
a smaller
much less postponable
reaction to evclical changes in income
Real durable-goods purchase s show wide swings around the
long term relation, which at times ar autonomous and quite
independent of income changes
For example, the Korean
war touched off a wave of durabl vroods buving in YOO
which brought purchases to a point considerably above the
long-term relationship
In the
next 2 vears 1951 and 1952
despite rising incomes but with prod tion restricted, such
Again in 1955,
the
purchases were cut. back severely
unusually favorable conditions for automobile purchasing
In 1956 and
resulted in a bulge in durable voods buving
Finally
1957, purchases fell back to the long-term line

Consumption Expenditures |»y Major Groups of Goods and Services Based on
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limitations of the sensitivity coefficients based on income
alone, it is, nevertheless, of interest to examine the response
of consumption of some of the more important categories
of voods and services to income changes.
consumer it
Analyses involving the use of one factor
come—are not to be considered as complete since other
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var period, aside from the early years when cars
vely short supply, autos and parts purchases
nly a moderate rise in relation to income.
Howir-to-year purchases in relation to income have
swings due to temporary and unusual factors
n 1950 purchases
of autos and parts (in constant
d 28 percent from 1949 whereas the real in| percent
This s} arper rise 1m purchases
ts reflected, of course, the heavy buying
break of Korean hostilities
In 1955, due
relating to more favorable credit terms and
of cars and other mnovations,
itomobiles and parts again increased sub]
to ICO!
Finally m the L957 5S perro |
le purchases of 20 percent occurred along
than | percent
and

household

equipment
ousehold equip
close degree ol
both the
wal
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s have increased on an average of 14 percent
cent rise in real income.
household operation group, nearly all major
ave shown strong growth.
For example, in the
he average annual rate of increase of expendi
Cs
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:
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